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We’re all going to die. That’s not alarmist or pessimistic—only a fact. Most importantly, probably, you’ll arrive to
understand that by making options now, you transform loss of life into the culmination of a existence well-lived—instead
of an unplanned and unpredicted event.Jenkins helps you prepare your will and estate, decide where your cherished
possessions go, and determine whether you need an advanced treatment directive. We avoid considering our own
mortality, often putting off important final decisions until it’s too late.After all, we only die once. With longtime
counselor Margie Jenkins’s gentle assistance, you’ll travel the “planning paths” you’ve avoided for so long. Death is part
to be human, however, not something a lot of people want to discuss. In the event you desire it, you’ll even discover how
to preplan your personal funeral or memorial program.On the way, Jenkins offers expect survivors and useful tips about
how to manage a loved one’s loss of life or sudden medical crisis. 1 day, life ends.YOU MERELY Die Once takes a
surprisingly lighthearted approach to this serious topic, demystifying end-of-life arrangements with poignant and
humorous personal stories. Why not make sure you do it right?
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Get Ready, Baby! Spot on advice and given with center and humor. My reserve club can be adding it as an add-on over a
few months, allowing time to believe and plan. From the first page, you will be convinced of the wisdom herein. Be
Prepared, It is hard to think about these things nonetheless it is necessary. Five Stars Great information for someone's
"exit" plan. Four Stars Still reading it. Four Stars Most of us should read and use this book as helpful information. A
voice from God reminding us our address is not Earth!. I am going to begin to take her recommendations and get
arranged.or needing to prepare for the last chapter of existence... Awesome and insightful. Five Stars Wonderful,
informative book. Excellent. Gives a step-by-step process of preparing you and/or your family for the inevitable - a death
in the family. The writer uses gentle humor along the way to help ease the reader into doing the things that will make
the parting much easier on the survivors. Really makes you sober . Shed a tear as well!! It really is uplifting and allows
the reader to think about death as a "special event" that requires planning like any additional important event in a
existence. A must read.!! A Plan to DIE For! I am going to begin to take her .. Excellent.. This is essential read for anyone
that is over 50. Five Stars Very helpful for my ministry as a hospice chaplain. How great that Margie Jenkins walks us
through preparation.
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